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Stream Traffic Communication in Packet Switched Networks:
Destination Buffering Considerations
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Abstract-In this paperwe consider the problemof sending a stream
of data (speech, for example)througha
packet-switched network
which introduces variable source-to-destination delays for different
packets of the stream. Ideally,this
delay difference should be
smoothed so as to preserve the continuity of the stream. Weinvestigate an adaptivedestination buffering scheme which may be used to
achieve the smoothing of the output stream. The scheme uses delay
information, measured for previous streams, in order to compute
destination buffering information. Specifically, of the last m packet
delays, one discards the largest k and then the range of this partial
sample is used for the destination wait time D. We obtain a rule of
thumb forchoosing m and k , and demonstrate its applicability
on some
empirical delay distributions from ARPANET measurements. It is, in
general, necessary to deal with discontinuities which occur even after
smoothing. To this end, we consider two possible playback schemes:
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method E (time expanded in orderto preserveinformation)and
method I (late data ignored in order to preserve timing). The two
methods are at opposite ends of a continuum ofpossibleplayback
schemes. We study the implication of methods E and I on the choice of
smoothing parameters and establish a foundation
for evaluating all
schemes in this continuum.

I. INTRODUCTION
is
Let us begin bydefiningstreamtraffic.Streamtraffic
characterizedbythefollowingthreeproperties:1)small
re2)
sponse
time
and
moderate
throughput
requirements,
importanttimingconstraints,and
3) redundantinformation
content.Property1allowsforthepossibility
ofreal-time
interactivecommunicationbetweentwoormorelocations.
This property alone makes stream traffic distinguishable from
the two classical forms of data communication. Indeed, packetswitchednetworkshave,ingeneral,beendesignedtocarry
trafficwhichhastraditionallybeenclassifiedintotwocategories: a ) LD-low delay (interactive), and b) HT-high throughput (file transfer). As noted by Cohen, Opderbeck, and Kleinrock [ l o ] , stream traffic communication falls into yet another
category, c) ST-stream traffic, requiring both low delay and
moderate throughput. Not only are the transmission requirements of stream traffic unique, but the information
itselfis
of a somewhat different nature than the usual data communication. Property 2 indicates that each unit (bit, if you will) of
informationhasanassociated(possiblyimplied)timestamp
of theinformationshouldbe
andthattherelativetiming
preservedaswellaspossibleby
the transmission media. If a
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unit of information does not arrive at or before the time that
111. A DELAY PREDICTOR
gap will occur in the output of the
t h e receiver expects it, a
In this section we define the m-sample partial range which
stream. Such gaps are undesirable since, to some extent, they
of adaptively setting the value of
we have used as a method
destroy the rhythm of the output and thus hinder the intelliD. Estimation of a “good” value for
D is the key to the sucgibility of the information. Unlike traditional LD and HT data
if
cess of thisclass of algorithm. In both playback methods,
communication, the information in stream traffic is somewhat
t h e delay of a packet within a sentence exceeds the delay of
redundant. The communication medium may lose a small fracD ,at least one gap will occur.
t h e first packet by more than
tion of the information without seriously affecting the quality.
D equal
Therefore, it would seem reasonable to try to choose
In communicating stream information via a packet-switched
to the value by which the maximally delayed packet exceeds
network, rather than the traditional circuit-switched (or dedit h e delay of the first packet. The total range of the previous
cated) network, there arise some unique problems which rem (rn
1)samplesprovidesapessimisticestimateforthis
quire solutions. This paper discusses methods of smoothing the value. The partial range
is used to eliminate isolated casesof
packet delay variability in the output by destination buffering.
on gap
extremely large
delay
without
significant
impact
By delaying the output of the first message of a stream by an
probability.
amount D ,one may limit the frequency and duration of gaps
l ) , -., u(-1) be the m packet delays
Let u(-m), u(-m
in the output. The method discussed here corresponds to that
just prior to the beginning of a sentence.
We define the range
of a ‘‘null timing information (NTI) device,” as described in
D(M, 0) of these m packet delays as the maximum difference
[ 11. We investigate here the adaptive setting of the delay pabetween delays. We define the partial rangeD(m,k) as
rameter D ( T in [ l ]). For the purpose of discussion here we
define gap probability G t o b e t h e average fraction of packets
D(m, k ) = U ( I ~ +
-‘u(Im),
~)
k = 0 , ..., m - 1
whicharriveatanemptyoutputprocess.Astreamsource
of activityandinactivity
(e.g.,called
typicallyhasperiods
where u ( I k ) is the kth largest of t h e {u(i)}, i= -m, ..., -1.
“talk-spurts’’ and “silence” in speech).We shall call a period of
It should be noted that D can be computed by the receiver,
activity by a stream source a sentence. As the destination bufbased only on delay differences. This calculation is possible if
feringdelayofthefirstmessageisincreased,thefrequency
g(i) and if a clock at
packets contain generation time stamps
and duration of gaps decreases. Therein lies the tradeoff which
thedestination,runningatroughlythesamespeed
as t h e
is examined in this paper, namely, gaps versus delay.
u(i). The folsource clock, marks packets as they arrive at times
lowing argument shows that there is no need for the clocks to
11. PLAYBACK METHODS
be synchronized. Let a* be the instant on the destination time
line which corresponds tog(i - 1); then
Unless D is very large, there is a nonzero probability that a
gap will still occur. The purpose of this section is to describe
u(i)=a(i)-a*
two methods fordealing with this eventuality. The first method
(method E ) would expand the playout time of the sentence
u(j)=a(j)-[a*+g(j-l)-g(i-1)].
In method
in order to include all packets in the output process.
E a late packet (Le., one which arrives to find an empty out- Therefore,
put process) will result in a gap and delay all successive packets
u(i) - u ( j ) = a(i) - a ( j ) - [g(i - 1) - g ( j - I)].
of that sentence. This is similar to the approach taken in[ 21.
(method I ) preserves the timing at the
The second method
Thereceiverneeddealonlywiththe
m values a(-m) ignoring somelatearrivingpackets(orpartial
expenseof
g(-rn - 1). ..., a(-1) - g(-2).
packets). In method E each late packet results in a gap as the
\
totallength of timeforasentence
is preserved.Asimilar
IV. ANALYSIS
scheme is described in [ 3 ] .

>

+

These two approaches lie at opposite ends of a continuum
of choices for dealing with gaps. For a constant network delay
(e.g., a dedicated point-to-point channel) the two extremes are
equivalent. Also, if D is infinite, the extremes coincide. However, with finite D and variable delay, the extremes separate.
D
The separation increases as delay variability increases or as
decreases.Withfinitedelayvariabilityandfinite
D ,one can
envisionmethodswhichliebetweenthetwoextremes.For
example, one may wish to discard only those packets which
arrive both late and out of order. Such a scheme has properties of both methods E and I. The time axis is expanded when
a packet is just late, yet some data may be discarded in order
t o preserve “reasonable” timing. Another example
is to limit
the expansion of time and/or the fraction of discarded data
t o acertainamountandswitchmethods
if athreshold
is
exceeded.
An important consideration, which shall not be discussed
here, is t h e filling of gaps (i.e., with silence or something else).
Several alternatives have been used and are discussed in [ 31 .

Ananalysisof
the performance of the adaptive receiving
techniques is presented in this section. We begin by considering some assumptions which render the system tractable for
of the system is pictured in
subsequentanalysis.Ourmodel
Fig. 1. A period of activity (i.e., a sentence) is initiated by the
senderatsometime.(Thiscorrespondstothedetectionof
nonsilenceinspeech,forexample.)
As timeprogressesthe
sentence is brokenupintoasequence
ofsegmentscalled
packets. A finite amount of time f(i) is required to fill packet
i. Also associated with each packet i is a network transit delay
y ( i ) . Then, let u(i) = f ( i ) + y ( i ) be the source-to-destination
i. We assumethatthe
u(i) are independent
delayofpacket
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with distribution function S.
Following the source-to-destination delay, there is a (possibly
zero) destination buffering delay for each packet. In particular,
thisbufferingdelaytakesthevalue
D forthefirstpacket
f(i) to
of a sentence. It
is assumed that each packet requires
empty (e.g., a particular packet contains a specific duration of
speech). If a packet arrives after its predecessor has completed
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I

End-to-end communication.

emptying, then a gap occursin t h e output stream (indicated in
Fig. 1 by crosshatching at the outputj.

A. Gap Probability for Pkyback Method E

by more than D,a gap results. Hence, the average fraction
of
packets a t which a g a p occurs with method I in a sentence of
length n messages is

A gap occurs in method E at packet i ( i > 0) if and only if
u(i) u(0) 4- D and u(i) > u( 1), u(2j, --, u(i - l)! Therefore,
the averagefraction of packetsatwhich
a gapoccurswith
method E in a sentence of length n messages is given by

>

*

S(t)j d$(t) dR (Dj

(2)

where S(t) is the distribution function of ~ ( iand
) R(D) is
the distribution function of the destination wait time 1).

B. Gap Probability for Playback Method I
Since there is no expansion of the time axis in method I ,
when a message delay exceeds the delay
o f the first message

Comparing the right-hand sides
of (2) and (3) we notice, as
expected, that (3) is larger (identical at n = 2 ) . Therefore, in
general,thegapprobability
is lower in method E' than in
method 1.

C. The Distribution of D f m , k )
The distribution RID I M , k ) of the partial range given the
distribution X(?) from which the m samples are independently
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chosen is given by

[ 91 yields the mean value

A lengthy derivation in

of D given

rn and k .

- S(t)]
*

dS (t

+ z)]

[ 1 -S(t

-k-

+ z ) dS(t).

(4)

A derivation for the above following that of [4, pp. 98-99]
appears in [ 81.
V. A MEASURE O F COMMUNICATION QUALITY
Beforeproceeding,
we needa
basis forcomparingthe
“quality”ofcommunication
in ourstream‘trafficcontext.
Among the parameters affecting the qualityof communication
1) G-the gap probability
in the system under discussion are
and2) u(i) -I- D-thespeaker-to-listener(end-to-end)delay.
The end-to-end delay and the gap probability are both influenced by thedestination
wait time D . Ideallyonewould
D = 0 and G = 0. Unfortunately,
choose to operate at the point
thiscannotbeachieved,
ingeneral,inavariabledelaynetwork. We assume that the u(i) are uncontrollable parameters
which determine the
valueof D chosen.There is atradeoff
between G and D . Experience has shown that we can tolerate
nonzero G up to some threshold value [3] beyond which the
quality degrades rapidly. For the experiment reported in
[3],
roughly 6 percent of the packets caused gaps and the quality
I t is likelythatasimilar
wasconsidered
t o beacceptable.
behavior is true for D (i.e., beyond some value of u(i) -t D the
communication ceases to be of an interactive nature). Studies
regarding the effect of transmission delay on telephone conversations reported in [ 61 and [ 71 show that the threshold is
above 0.6 s and below 1.8 s.
We choosenormalizeddistancefromtheorigin(i.e.,the
most desirable operating point) in the DG plane as an example
of a measure of communicationquality.TheEuclidean
disis normalizedbydividing
G and D bythe
tancefunction
threshold values g and d , respectively. We shalldefinethe
“region of acceptability”asthoseoperatingpointswhich
of less thanor
haveanormalizeddistancefromtheorigin
equal to one.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE EXPONENTIAL
DISTRIBUTION
Forthepurpose
of demonstration,wechoosetheexponential distribution with mean x for delay distribution

Admittedly, this is a poor choice for the distribution of net[SI, [ 1 I ] ! Measurementspresentedin[8]subworkdelay
stantiatethat.Thisdistribution,however,hasalargecoefficientofvariationwhencomparedtothemeasureddistributions.Itthereforeprovidesanapproximatelowerboundon
performance,whichshouldholdfor
less tractablebutmore
realistic distributions.
We shall first find R(D I rn, k ) . We begin with (4). Substituting for S ( t ) we have

R ( D I rn, k ) = x(rn - 1)
i= 0

/

iSk+l

Fig. 2 shows the behavior of D(rn, k ) for rn from 2 to 100
and several k . The k = 0 curve is logarithmic in shape, having
its most rapid ascent at the .beginning and then tapering off.
This is a useful property in the selection of both rn and k . The
difference betweenD(rn, 0 ) and D(m - l,O)[i.e., D=l/(rn - I ) ]
D ( m , k ) curvesemanate.This
is thecurvefromwhichthe
showsthattherelativedifferencebetween
successivevalues
of D ( m , k ) is very small beyond, say, rn = 20.
Let GE(n, rn, k ) be the gapprobabilityformethod
E,
given that 1) each sentence contains n messages, 2) D is the
partial range of rn samples with the k largest samples discarded,
and 3) the delay distribution
is exponential. Then, (2) yields
the following:
1

x
”

1

GE(n, nz, 0 ) = n iz2 j- 1
1

i-I

Fig. 3 shows a family of curves for GE versus rn, k = 0 and n =
8 , 16, 24, 32. For generalk = 0 we obtain

1 ”
1
GE(n, r n , k ) = n i Z 1j - 1

k

(8)

Fig. 4 shows GE versus rn for n = 16 and several k .
We define GZ(n, rn, k ) , the gap probability for method
similarly t o GE(n, rn, k ) . Beginning with (3) we obtain

GZ(n, m , k ) =

(k

+ l)(n
2rnn

- 1)
- = (k

+ l)GZ(n, rn, 0).

I,

(9)

Fig. 5 illustrates a family of GZ curves, for k = 0 . Fig. 6 shows
GZ versus rn for various k with n = 16.

A . Limiting Performance f o r Large rn

GE(n, rn, 0) and GI(n, rn, 0) each havelimitingvalues for
zero as rn approaches infinity. D ( m , 0 ) is unbounded, however.
One must allow k to grow large in order to boundD . Suppose
we let rn and k approach infinity such that klrn approaches the
value a ( 0 > a > 1 ) Then,
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m+m
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Fig. 7.

Gap probability (Method E ) versus mean range,

1) - a(n - 1)

--

2n

n.16

,

1

= -x log (a).

-

1
.

.
.
.
.

i=k+l 1

The optimum value of a (Le., that value of a which causes D
and G to most closely approach 0) for n = 16, g = 0.06, and
d = 4x is a = 0.0655formethod
E , and a = 0.0546for
method I. This gives corresponding optimum points of GE =
0.027 at D = 2 . 7 3 ~and GI = 0.0256 at D = 2 . 9 1 ~(where
x is themeannetworkdelay).Sinceonewouldberequired
to remember all rn values, the process which allows rn and k
togrowarbitrarily
large is computationallyinfeasible.The
knowledgeofourproximitytotheoptimumis,however.
quite important.

REGION OF
ACCEPTABILITY

limitmg performance-

B. DIG Tradeoff
Let us now study the basic tradeoffbetweengapprobability G and delay D . In Fig. 7 we plot GE versue D for k = 0
and various n . The choice of rn is quite critical. For the caseof
n = 16 it can be shown that the acceptable range for m is approximately 6-29. If m is smaller, GE is too large; if rn islarger,
then D is t o o large.Eitherextremeperformsat23percent
worse than optimum. With rn = 12 the performance is within
11 percent of optimum. This is t h e best possible performance
for k = 0.
In order to examine the behavior of different values
of k ,
we fix n (at 16) and plot
GE versus D in Fig. 8. Notice that
performance
increases
(Le.,
normalized
distance
from
the

1

_Dlm.kl/x

Fig. 8.

Gap probability (MethodE) versus mean range.
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origin decreases) as k increases (with corresponding increase in
rn). That is, for those curves plotted, for any
m , k pair there
exists m‘ such that the performance at m’,k -I- 1 exceeds the
performanceat rn,k. Also, for each rn there is an optimum
value of k (which maximizes the quality function). The parameter a approximates the ratio of the optimalk for’each m.Also
shown is the
limiting
performance.
The
performance
apone may
proachesthelimitquicklyatfirst,andtherefore,
rn
achieve performance quite close to the optimum for small
(and therefore small k ) .
A rule of thumb for choosingm and k is as follows. Choose
rn > 40 and k approximately 7 percent of m for method E
and5percentformethod
I. Using sucharulefortheexponential distribution of delay, n = 16 and the givenregion
5 percent of the
of acceptability achieves performance within
limitingperformance.Inthenextsection
we relaxtheseassumptions and find that the rule continues to provide good
performance.
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Some assumptions were made in earlier sections in order to
provide a tractable model of the system. Even with these
assumptions, analytic results were obtained only for a smallclass
ofdistributions. We therefore haveresortedtosimulationin
order to relax some of our assumptions. Presented in this section are the resultsof that simulation.
The simulation program is driven by a sequence of delays.
Therefore, it is possible to remove the assumption of statistical
independence among samples. This assumption
isrelaxedby
using the actual delay strings from ARPANET measurements
gathered at U.C.L.A. and from the simulation (not shown).
It is alsopossible to remove the assumption of fixed senof Norwineand
tencesize.Suggested
by theearlywork
Murphy [ 9 ] , wehaveusedageometricdistributjonofsenof packets),withameanwhichcortencelength(interms
responds roughly to the 4.14 s reported in [ 91 as the average
length of a talkspurt.
The simulations were performed as follows. First the delay
string is “randomly” divided into sentences. At the beginning
of D is made based on rn and k .
of each sentence a selection
Knowing the delay of the first message of the sentence andD ,
we determine the number of gaps which would have occurred
werethisthesequenceofdelaysexperiencedbyanactual
sentence. This is repeated for each sentence in the string and
the results are recorded.
We show only the results using two of the measured delay
strings. D is now expressed in ms instead of a multiple of the
mean delay. In Figs. 9 and 10 we show the results of the range
monitoring techniques using rn = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 12,
14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30, 35,40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 8 0 , 9 0 a n d 1 0 0 ,
with k = 0, 1 , 2 , 3 . 4 , 5 and 10 ( k rn - 1). The performance
retains the hyperbolic character to a large extent. Notice that
a wide range of rn, k pairs give performance below G E = 0.06
(and GI = 0.06, not shown). The rn 40, k = 0.07m rule providesgoodperformancehere
aswell,
althoughthis is only
apparent in Fig. 10.

&

P
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Fig. 9.

Simulation results (Method E , measurement 1 hop)

n-16
x-582 mseC

xxo

>

>
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We have shown that one may devise ‘distribution buffering
schemeswhicheffectivelybalancethefrequency(andduration)ofoutputgapsagainstend-to-enddelay.
We haveproduced a framework by which such schemes may be compared.
Our approach of looking at each end of a continuum of playbackschemeshasproducedboundsofperformancewithin

0

Fig. 10.

100

400

Simulation results (MethodE, measurement 10 hops).
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which the performance of all schemes in the continuum must
lie. We have gained an understanding of the tradeoff between
gapsanddelay.Theaboveshouldprovidesomeusefultools
for designing new and better buffering and playback schemes.
Thechoicebetweenplaybackmethods
E (expandedtime)
While it is true
and I (late data ignored) is not a clear one.
that method E preserves all information and has a lower gap
probability than method I under like delay conditions, method
E has the nasty problem that, in general, sentences take longer
to output than to input. This can create problems in applicationswheretimingbalancebetweeninputandoutput
is
critical or when the networkis subject to lossof packets. Early
o n we mentionedthatthebestchoice
ofplaybackscheme
would likely lie between the two extremes. The choice would
"optimally" balance timing integrity and information integrity
for a particular application. For example, modify method E t o
includeathresholdforthemaximumtimetowaitforany
on the time expacket.Thiswouldallowforsomecontrol
pansionbyeliminatingtheworstoffenders,butwould
st111
provide fewer gaps than methodI.
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Combined Effect of the Carrier Recovery and Symbol Timing
Recovery Error on thePe Performance of QPR and Offset
QPR Systems
SHINJIRO OSHITA, MEMBER, IEEE, A N D KAMILO FEHER,
SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Absrract-In thispaper we investigatethe combined effect of samplingoffset and phase error on the probability of error P , performance of quadrature partial response (QPR) and offset QPR
systems. The Gram-Charlier series expansion method is used to get
accurate probability of error expressions. As an example, class 1 and
class 4 partial response signaling schemes are examined.

I. INTRODUCTION
Quadrature partial response (QPR) radio systems have been
manufactured for a number of years. One of the advantages of
these systems is theirrelativehardwaresimplicityandtoler[ 1 ] -[ 41, [ 131 -[ 151 . In ,this
ance to filtering imperfections
combined effectofsamplingoffset
paper we investigate the
and phase error on the probability
of error P, performance
of QPR and offset QPR systems.
11. QPR AND OFFSET QPR SYSTEM MODELS
A model of the transmitter and receiver of a QPR system is
shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1 (a) we note that in the transmitter
theinputNRZdatastreamatrate
T-' is convertedbya
serial-to-parallelconverterintotworandomstreamslabeled
{a,'} and {b,'} having a baud rate half that of the original
bit rate. Precoding is used to prevent error propagation in the
demodulation process of the encoded bits. Streams {an'} and
{b,'} are precoded to produce the new binary bit sequences
{ a n } and { b n } , respectively, as tpe transmitted signals. F o r t h e
{ b , } stream must be decase of an offset QPR system, the
layed by a unit bit duration, in comparison with the other data
stream [ 51 4 6 1 .
F o r o u r analysis we assume that all pulse shaping is done by
G(a), theimpulseresponseofwhich
is
thetransmitfilter
g(r). Modulating the baseband signal sequence
m

m

2
~

a,g(r

-

2nT)

n=-m

and

2-

n=

bng(t .- 2 n T )

m

by the carriers cos
act andsin act where a, is the center
frequency of the carrier, we obtain the following sequencesof
transmitted signals:
m

a n g ( t - 2 n T ) cos act
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